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What Is The Future
Of (Digital) Business?

Designing experiencesDesigning organisations
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20 MB/s in 2015
1,000 MB/s in 2020
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Denis | Gym Instructor

Lululemon Athletica is fantastic.
Tillmann Pape | Munich
Checks in at Lufthansa while in Über taxi

Vodafone 4G
Samsung Galaxy Note 5

Rob Cullen Age 43
T-Mobile
Nokia Lumia 520

Marta D.

Paolo Motta, Italy
Thomas Balduff

Age 40

Andreas H | Married
Bought a new house

TeliaSonera
Iphone 6 Plus

@AdobeMktgCloudEliott S.
3,343, 4,453

Meet Generation C
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Meet Generation C

0.91
1.06

1.20
1.32

1.43
60% of digital 
media is consumed 
on smartphones 
and tablets

(50% higher than 
last year)

Tablet Users Worldwide 2014-2018
In Billions

comScore, The US Mobile App Report, August 2014

310 billion apps downloaded 
by end of 2015
Market Trends: Mobile App Stores, Worldwide, 2012

eMarketer, December 2013

2,500,000,000 smartphones 
by end of 2016

eMarketer, December 2014

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
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Meet Generation C

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pay attention to two things:The substantial increase in time spent on mobile from 2011 to 2015The platenuing of desktop – and notably in the most digitally mature nation – a decline (!)In the US and UK, about the same amount of time is spend on traditional desktop vs. mobileAnd normally, the US and the UK are great markets to look at if you want a sneak peak into what is coming.But even that is changing.BEFORE SHOWING THE LAST DATA, ASK THE AUDIENCE:Internationalisation is a big thing – and for most companies in Europe, Before showing the last image, ask the audience in which market(s) they believe the majority of their growth will come from now and in the coming years?China is also rather representative of all of Asia and most of the regions outside of Europe and the US, where it isn’t simply just about being mobile ready – it is about your brand being mobile first in the region where it is most likely your business will see the most siginficiant growth in the coming 5 years.
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Skate to where the puck is going to be, 
not where it has been.

Wayne Gretzky

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And what a brand should do
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
24 cents (2013) to transport 2kgs 10 kms.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
TRANSITION: So what else does these companies have in common, in addition to being mobile-first companies AND making it really easy for people to ship stuff, in a really well-designed, smooth, great experience?
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They have ignored all existing companies in 
their marketplace, they’ve been propelled 
into rapid growth unencumbered by the 
same elements, assets, knowledge, learned 
behavior that once fueled the incumbents.

These are companies founded in a world of 
new behaviors, inspired by new technology 
and liberated by new market dynamics. 

Tom Goodwin Senior Vice President of Strategy & Innovation, Havas Media

Presenter
Presentation Notes
… and what typically makes it so much easier for these new companies, these disruptors, to succeed is because this is what it typically still looks like in far, far too many organisations todayIIn essence, they adapt and react quickly to the disruptive forces of mobile, the quickly emerging collaborative economy, where the internet is bringing about an unprecendented lateraisation of power.AS IT TURNS OUT, ONE OF THEIR MAIN ADVANTRAGES IS 1) how they are organized and 2) the culture that led/shaped that organisation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you design an orgainsation that is more optimal to respond to the vast interconnectedness between devices and people, and the relentless and accelerating pace of change? First piece of advice: it doesn’t look like this.And here is why:
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Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement For A Complex World, Stanley McChrystal 2015

Command

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Attempts to think the digital economy in a reductionist way (shaped by great but outdated and obsolete thinkers like Newton, Decartes and Taylor), that is, breaking down everything into neat components that are serially connected, and optmising individual elements of it, is in the digital economy pointless at best – or destructive at worst. Back in the 19th century, rather simple laws of physics describe the movement of the planets and we thought, the entire universe was mechanistic and as a result, deterministic. We could predict everything. Machines we built at the time, like this engine, worked in very straightforward ways – and the management structures created at the turn of last century, led by Frederic Taylor, was all about creating an organizational analog of these mechanical devices. Change was linear.Problems with one machine could not organically spread to another.In the industralised world, where almost everything could be measured and mechanized, and individual variables could be successfully isolated, tested, and optmised, lent itself well to this model. It all was a great time to be a manager at the time, who could control, predict and calculate and foresee anything and everytrhing that could possibly happen.  Planned efficiency became synonymous with “good management”. Gifted managers developed intricuate protocols, processes, plans and rules and not least, organizational hierarchies to cover all possible outcomes. There are often barriers to information sharing, and in the end, prevention of a holistic oneness and purpose shared byt everyhone in the orgianation that also typically leads to a highly disengaged workforce, a global problem. And disengaged workforces aren’t going to be flexible, present and agile when a new opportunity or challenge arise? They will simply sit back and wait for you to command them what to do. And this of course, requires TRUST.The focus of management for a century has been on efficiency: we have designed companies that are robust at doing specific long-planned-for-things, but incapable of swift effective responses to the unexpected.THESE TYPE OF ORGANISATIONS, with a top down hierarchy, can be EFFICIENT but they are not adaptable. And in this structure, the leader or manager, breaks a planned strategy down into separate tasks and hands them down. The recipients of the instructions or objectives or orders don’t need to know their counterparts. The only need to listen to their boss. In this top-down command structure, the connections that matter are the vertical ones, not the horizontal ones. This structure also means that individuals that are brought in into this rigid hierarchy is being coached, disciplined and “performance managed” into the this structure, where he or she perfect his ability to execute orders passed on from the top.And many times, the structure itself – not their strategy – becomes the plan.Plans and developed, rehearsed, incentivized – and in the process, flexibility to adapt to the new digital reality, these massive behavioural changes brought to life by the interconnectedness of devices and the internet that is completely unpredictable.Does everyone know of the term MECE?It is a term from the consulting world and stands for MUTUALLY EXLUSIVE AND COLLECTIVELY EXHAUSTIVE. It basically means breaking down something, like customers, into a series of categories that don’t overlap, but together, covers ALL customers. The classic org chart that you see here is a neat MECE structure. 
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Team of Teams: New Rules of Engagement For A Complex World, Stanley McChrystal 2015

Team of Teams

Sustained Organisational Adaptability

purpose-driven      networked
collaborative      non-hierarchial diverse

fearless      unconventional      inclusive
innovative      empathic      autonomous

transparent      trusting      creative
responsive      real-time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What if you could combine the adaptability,�agility, and cohesion of a small team with the�power and resources of a giant organization?Adaptabiltiy at a tactical, local scale which is good. Small teams but still operating within an old-fashioned, rigid superstructure.Team of Teams means you Complex patters and forms can arise from simple, low-level interactions..Instead of the visible hand – reductive planning that has dominated and still dominates most organisations – in situations defined by high levels of interactivity, ingenious solutions can and will emerge in the absence of a manager, complex operations can be executed without a detailed plan. Order can emerge from the bottom up when theyt are holistically aligned with purpose.As the world grows fastrer and more interdependent, one needs to scale the fluidity within teams across the entire organisation. The question is, how do you 
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McKinsey, Strategic Principles For Competing In The Digital Age, May 2014

Digital Masters

Fashionistas
Conservatives

Beginners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you go from being disrupted, to being the disruptor? What do the Advanced Incumbents do? What can they learn from the innovative startups? The answer is mobile. Do it now. And make sure everybody in the organization gets that the old rules don’t apply anymore.Adobe and our ecosystem of partners (Deloitte, Cap, Accenture Digital etc) help you on this transition of transformation, towards becoming digital masters and that is exactly what we will look into next – and especially, what role Mobile plays in this.Incumbent = companies with sizeable marketshare
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Sustained
Organisational
Adaptability

CREATE               MANAGE               OPTIMISE               MONETISE

ENGAGING MOBILE EXPERIENCES

MOBILE IS THE #1 CATALYST FOR DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

BUSINESS STRATEGY

SUCCEED IN THE DIGITAL ECONOMY
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Tony Markovski
Head of Mobile EMEA
@tonymarkovski
uk.linkedin.com/markovsk
markovsk@adobe.com
+44 7551831073
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